(STASIS is the enforced hibernation of humanity)

January 2009?
Stasis starts?
Michael of Nebadon (see Urantia Book), here called Christ Michael our Creator Son I am planning the stasis to begin just prior to the optimal time to initiate Jupiter. The planet is opposite the earth with the sun
between in late January, and there is about a 2 week window on either side of that time. I will know the Right Time, and it is
now so very close. We could start stasis technically on January 1, the day after the ﬁnal date of decision of all souls incarnate
upon the surface of this world. However, I will likely wait a short time longer in hope of having some broad brief coverage on
television shortly before starting stasis. If not, we go ahead anyway. I will not delay Jupiter another year, for that planet is also
“chomping at the bit” for it’s own ascension. It is becoming difﬁcult to maintain a status quo for it.
I could start the stasis afterwards also and we consider that, as a way to deﬁnitely get the ability to explain rapidly to the
people of this world what is going on. As long as the sun intervenes this is possible, and it was considered and used as an
encouragement to the dark to move forward in assistance. This was not successful and mostly because there are so many clones
and robots who have no connection to anything except greed operating in power.
We made the decision late in 2007, to give a deﬁnitive ﬁnal date for all souls to determine whence they would go by the end
of this year, 2008. We chose to more or less stick to bible prophesy, of a strong 42 month period of rapid change, and in effect,
this is in place now, with this past year being the ﬁrst 12 months. The stasis period will not “count” in these 42 months. The
counting returns after stasis, and there is the goal to get a huge amount of work done in the ﬁnal 2 1/2 years of that 42 months.
This is the period where the teamwork comes into operation on the surface of the planet. It is the time of great repair by man,
of his organization to serve, guided by those 100,000 taken for training. We considered many more Larry, there are about 1
million on the planet who could train during stasis, but that is too many afterwards, too many bosses so to speak.
If you do not ﬁnd yourself aboard ship prior to the ending of stasis, you will be one of those who will pick up and run after you
know who to contact as your “team” leader. These 100,000 will be sorted into teams under the regional directors, of whom
many more will be chosen. Otherwise, being aware simply jump in and get busy!
I could wait one more year and support Jupiter, but earth is so very very polluted and utterly miserable and I wish to
accommodate her. Her suffering has been long. She personally experiences all the war and attacks on her body, just as badly
as you would with a severe cancer. And her cancer has lasted for about 200,000 years.
She has experienced a temporary healing of that cancer, only to have it come back some 5 times now, as the planet has
experienced that many pole reversals in those years and many other temporary and sporadic regional cleansings. It is time also
for her ﬁnal healing, which you on her surface shall accomplish in healing her “mental” and emotional” bodies. We will heal
the body physical for her.
There is no special preparation. Many sadly fall for purchasing courses promising ascension with completion of the material,
but there is no course you can take to prepare. The preparation is yours alone and if you have chosen to be a Stay Behind, you
have been prepared during sleep, whether you are part of the 100,000, or the rest of the supportive crew who will stay behind.
Soul growth is based on your own individual efforts. There is NO magic. Live your best life, as Oprah often says on TV, but
take into consideration, that the best life being advocated on TV at this time, is about living the best material life and one can’t
take the material items to heaven. Do exactly as always advised, and lay up your heavenly gifts that you yourself create in your
willful service to our common Father, First Source (Paradise Father). Always work as much as you can muster, from the place of
heart and compassion. Be in Peace dear one and serve well!
Namaste, I AM Christ MIchael of Nebadon
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